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Project Scope 
DATA: 
- Malawi Criminal Court Cases over the period 2010 -2019 ( at the moment we have 665) 
- Some cases are available on the platform MalawiLii 
- Most cases are not available online but are held by the High Court Library in printed format 
- Scanned copies of these judgments are made available by the Library to subscribers  
 
LEGAL RESEARCH IN Malawi: 
1) Malawi Legal System is based on Case Law 
2) The Laws of Malawi – are available online  but not maintained regularly 
3) Malawi has a very limited number of legal commentaries (commercial laws). 
None are available for Criminal Law. 
4) The classification of the judgments is rudimentary and is done by information 
held in the title of the file: type of case (criminal, civil, commercial), issuing court , year 
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Legal Research 
 A legal practitioner typically wants to find relevant cases, laws and 
statues. 
 
 These can be specific statues on a subject or a general overview of the 
law and how it is applicable.  
 
 The results of a search depends on the suitability of the search keywords,  
e.g., how frequent they are, whether they have more than one meaning, 
whether they are legal terms and how applicable they are to the subject 
matter. 
 
 The combination of indexes, thesaurus of legal terms, an organised 
system of citation/ referencing is crucial to legal research. 
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Problem Statement 
 MalawiLII is not complete and not easily searchable (most judgments are 
images of scanned pdfs) 
 
 There is an absence of content meta-data, keynotes and summaries 
which makes legal research very challenging 
 
 There is no linkage between cases citations 
 
 There is no linkage from cases to Laws/ Statues 
 
 There are no commentaries or digests for Malawi Criminal Law 
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Project Aims 
 
1. To build an automatic tool for identifying and extracting the 
general structure of criminal court judgments in Malawi. 
 
2. To build a semi-automatic tool for extracting key-meta data 
from court judgments.  
 Case type / court of hearing / dates / judge 
 Legal Parties involved 
 Case Citations 
 Laws/Statues Citations  
 Key legal terms  
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Project Timeline 
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This has been funded by Artificial Intelligence 4 Development (Ai4D) programme as part 
of the 1st Call for Project proposals on Artificial Intelligence 4 Development 
Technologies. 
20 Dec 2019 20th Nov 2019 28th Feb  2020 31
st March  2020 31st May 2020 
STAGE 1 STAGE 2 STAGE 3 STAGE 4 
START 
~ 656  Files >95% 
Scanned images. 
PROJECT END:   
MWCC* Corpus Annotated  and Classified 
according to the ICCS Level 1 
word2vec Models for MWCC 
MWCC = Malawi Criminal Cases 
Project Parties 
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 Amelia Taylor, lecturer the University of Malawi: algorithms 
for data cleaning/ OCR/ Annotations / corpus creation / 
classification  
 
 Eva Mfutso-Bengo: Lawyer and lecturer in Law at the 
University of Malawi – manual mapping of cases/ Laws to 
the ICCS classification 
 
 Binart Kachule: - works for the Malawi Judiciary, and was an 
MSc student under the supervision of A. Taylor (now 
successfully graduated): data check and manual annotations 
Project Timeline 
OCR:  TEXT files for the images - line by line. Text without headers/footers/ page no / footnotes 
-Watermarks, marks/stamps, orientation, marks due to dirty scanner 
ICCS Classification: Manual classification of 2019 cases according to ICCS Level 1, Manual 
mapping of the Malawi Penal Code to the ICCS Level 1 
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20 Dec 2019 20th Nov 2019 28th Feb  2020 31
st March  2020 31st May 2020 
STAGE 1 STAGE 2 STAGE 3 STAGE 4 
START 
~ 700  Files >95% 
Scanned images. 
PROJECT END:   
MWCC* Corpus Annotated  and Classified 
according to the ICCS Level 1 
word2vec Models for MWCC 
Project Timeline 
ICCS Classification: Manual classification of 2019 cases according to ICCS Level 1, Manual 
mapping of the Malawi Penal Code to the ICCS Level 1 
- Legal Research for guiding the selection of features to be used in the training data and 
classification 
MWCC CORPUS - Creation of  annotated corpus files 
-Which annotation standards to use:    T1 Section 10(a) of Penal Code  100, 138 
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JUDGMENT SECTIONS:  
Introduction: dates, court, coram  
Body: main text of the judgment  
Conclusion: Incl. Date/signature 
Project Timeline 
TRAINING SET ANNOTATIONS:   
NE: people Chichewa names are not easily recognised by existing models. 
NE: organisations  
NE: Money/Products   - collapsed into annotations to avoid  full-stops issues.   
NE: places 
Case Citations 
Law /Statues Citations; ICCS Legal Terms 
ICCS Level 1 annotations:  Selections of relevant features/ testing 
- This involves the use of collocations/ thesaurus to build a Gold Standard of legal terms 
The use of Annotations to test and train models 
Create Word2Vec Models  suitable for legal text 
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Experiment with various paragraphs sizes  
Long judgments/ long paragraphs / in-case quotes 
OCR Challenges 
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Malawi Criminal Cases Corpus 
 Other Corpora 
 British Law Report Corpus (BLaRC) 
 House of Lords Judgments (HOLJ) 
 Corpus of US Case Law (CUSC) 
 
 MWCC: we started with 401  
Judgments – later we added to 665   
Cases over 2010 – 2019 year of publishing 
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Corpus Analysis 
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Corpus Analysis - collocates 
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Corpus Analysis 
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Law Citations - Annotations 
 "They contended that between the time of conviction and sentence, section 
283 of the Penal Code  was amended, more particularly, in respect of the 
sentencing regime.  Their argument, and therefore their case, was based on the 
change, or amendment to Section",[(65,94,'LAWCIT')]  
 
 "The starting point, in our view, should be our General Interpretation Ac t . 
Section 14 of the General Interpretation Act  states as follows: where a 
written law repeals and re-enacts with or without modification, any provisions 
of any other written law,",[(77,121,'LAWCIT')]  
 
 "Section 14 of the General Interpretation Act  is a general saving 
section.   would be very slow to speculate on the applicability of the doctrine of 
lex mitior in the absence of full arguments on",[(45,76,'LAWCIT')] 
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Case Citations - Annotations 
CaseRef 
Rep vs. Lungu [1995] 2 MLR 712 at 713 
Republic vs. Sinos Pasipanadya Criminal Case No. 41 of 2008 
Rep vs. Samson Matimati, Criminal Case No 18 of 2007 
R. vs. Howeson cited in Pandirker vs. Republic 
Towera Chitsa & Another vs. Republic, Misc. Criminal Application Case No. 160 of 2009 
Republic vs. Bright Jamali, Confirmation Case No. 421 of 2013 
R vs. Daveport (3) 88 cr App. R. at 41 
Republic vs. Howeson cited in Pandirker vs. Republic was decided in 1936 
Rep vs. Symon Kamuna Confirmation Case No. 669 of 2002 
Fadweck Mvahe vs. Rep, MSCA Crim Apl. No 25 of 2005 
Charles Khoviwa vs. Rep. Criminal Case No. 6 of 2007 
Chiteta vs. R, 1960 R. & N. 199, at 205 
We generated several hundreds of  training examples containing case references.  
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ICCS Level 1 
The International Classification of Crime for Statistical Purposes (ICCS) was developed by a task 
force of the UNODC and the United Nations Economic Commission. To our knowledge ours is a 
first effort in mapping the Malawi Penal Code to the ICCS. 
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Features for ICCS Level 
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 Example: (Level 1 Section 2) serious assault = ‘intentional 
or reckless application of serious physical force inflicted upon 
the body of a person resulting in serious bodily injury’, 
which, at minimum, includes gunshot or bullet wounds; knife 
or stab wounds; severed limbs; broken bones or teeth 
knocked out; internal injuries; being knocked unconscious; 
and other severe or critical injuries’ ‘serious physical force 
includes being shot; stabbed or cut; hit by an object; hit by a 
thrown object; poisoning and other applications of force with 
the potential to cause serious bodily injury’. 
Manual Classification of 2019 Cases 






delict in text 






1 MWHC/Kalembera, The Republic v 
Humphrey Elia, Mary Nankhuku, 




murder Section 209 of 
the Penal Code 
mostly absence of 
euthanasia 
 
15 MWHC/Kamwambe, Jamson 
Chagomeranda and Chikumbutos 
Madera v the Republic, Criminal 
Review no. 9 of 2018, Judgment 10 
January 2019 02 
assaults and 
threats 
wounding Section 235 (a) of 
the Penal Code 
mostly 
16 MWHC/Kamwambe, The Republic vs 
Charles Mbengwa, Criminal Case No. 
148 of 2018 02 
assaults and 
threats 
Section 235 (a) of 
the Penal Code 
mostly 
17 MWHC/Ntaba, The Repbulic vs 
Maxwell Matchina Sosola and 11 
others; Homocide case No. 13 of 2018;  02 
trafficking in 
persons 




18 MWHC/Kamwambe, Nzeru, Dyson v 
The Republic; Criminal Appeal No. 32 
of 2018, Appeal 14 March 2019 03 rape 
defilement Section 138 of 
the Penal Code 
(not in text) 
yes 
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Manual Mapping Penal Code to ICCS 
Level 1 
Section Statue / Law Heading  
Intentional Homicide Section 208 of the Penal Code 
Section 211 of the Penal Code 
Section 213 of the Penal Code 
Section 215 of the Penal Code 
Manslaughter 
Intentional Homicide Section 209 of the Penal Code 
Section 210 of the Penal Code 
Section 212 of the Penal Code 
Section 213 of the Penal Code 
Section 215 of the Penal Code 
Murder 
Intentional Homicide Section 230 of the Penal Code Infanticide 
Attempted homicide Section 223 of the Penal Code 
Section 400 of the Penal Code 
Attempted murder 
Attempted homicide Section 224 of the Penal Code 
Section 400 of the Penal Code 
Attempted murder by convict 
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MWCC Corpus 
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 Covers 665 
judgments over 
2010 – 2019 one 
folder for each year. 
Each judgment has 
associated a text file 
with the 
introduction part 
and an xml file in 
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Work in Progress 
 Where we are: 
 We created the MWCC corpus 
 We have generated hundreds of annotations to be used for training 
 We mapped the Penal Code to ICCS Level 1 
 We classified the 2019 cases on ICCS Level 1 – training set 
 We are still working on key legal terms for the ICCS classification 
 We are working on creating word2vec models for the corpus 
 Challenges  & Opportunities: 
- It is not trivial to select legal keywords for the ICCS classification  
- TF/IDF may not be a sufficient measure of Significance 
- We will use a combination of keywords and Citations 
- Hence the importance of annotations and mapping to the ICCS 
- Challenges to do with the structure of the documents, e.g., how to treat footnotes (many 
contain case / law citations) 
- Documents are large: how to chunk them for classification? 
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Thank you. 
 We thank AI4A for the support of this project. 
 We thank you for your attention. 
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